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In the theory ofl-matrices developed by the author, a method was described 
for generating a matrix L2n+l of dimension 2” x 2” involving (2n + I) 
pure real or imaginary parameters A, , ha ,..., A,,,, such that 
Gn+1 = (A,” + A,2 + a-* + A&+,) I = A,“I, (1) 
where I is a unit matrix of the same dimension as L2n+l . The matrix L2n+l 
can be written as a linear combination of (2n + 1) mutually anticommuting 
Z-matrices as 
2ntl 
L 2n+1 = $yl w?+l (2) 
with 
9: =I, (3) 
the superscript (2n + 1) on 9 denoting that the 9 matrices “belong” to 
L 2n+1 and are of dimension 2” x 2”. The set of these (2n + 1) mutually 
anticommuting matrices e+l, i = 1,2,..., (2% + I), satisfy the product 
property 
,y+Qy . . . p+; = i”I* (4) 
This implies that only 2n out of the (2n + 1) matrices are independent. 
It was also pointed out that if A is any nonsingular matrix, then 
L’ = ALA-I (5) 
is also an L-matrix, i.e., it satisfies (1). This in turn implies that 
9’ = AsPA- (6) 
is also an Z-matrix, i.e., square of each 9iz is unity; the 9’: anticommute 
with one another and satisfy the product relation (4). We shall now demon- 
strate that from the set Y1 , 9s ,..., 6pzn+i we can obtain n sets of “generalized 
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Pauli matrices,” each set {Hi} consisting of three mutually anticommuting 
matrices 
{Hi} = (H2, Hl, Hl), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (7) 
Not only is the square of each matrix equal to unity but their product is a 
multiple of unity 
HliHiH2 = iI, (8) 
i.e., only two out of the set of three are independent and since there are n 
sets, we have 2n independent anticommuting matrices in conformity with the 
property of Z-matrices. 
We now define 
Hln = iS&!Zp2,+1 
Hzn = =%a+, 
H,” = S&, . (9) 
The set (Hln, Hzn, Han} has the required properties of “Generalized Pauli 
matrices.” Let us write 
. . . 
-E”1 = H,noEp,(l). (10) 
Then %d), =%A),..., PEP,(I) form a set of (2~ - 1) mutually anticom- 
muting matrices with the product property, 
ZZI(l) pa(l) a** 5&-r(l) = i”-l1, (11) 
i.e., (2n - 2) of these Z(1) matrices are independent. These 9(l) matrices 
are not Y matrices in the strict sense though their dimension is the same 
as that of the 9 matrices. There are only (2n - 2) independent Y(1) matri- 
ces in contrast with the 2n independent 9 matrices. 
We next proceed to define 
H,“-’ = id%;,& 1) 9,-,( 1) 
H,n-1 = ~~,+~( 1)
Hi--l = Y& 1). (12) 
The set {HF-1, H;-l, H,“-l} again has the properties of “GeneralizedPauli 
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matrices.” We now factor out H$-l from Ys+s(l), =.9&(l),... and PI(l) and 
write 
-G-3( 1) = ~ln-1=5%n--3(2) 
=%,+-4(l) = ff;-%n-4(2) 
9r(l) = H;-191(2). (13) 
Then =5&&), =%d4,..., Zr(2) form a set of (2% - 3) mutually anti- 
commuting matrices with the product property. 
Yl(2) 9Zz(2) *a* 9&(2) 6p,+.3(2) = in-21, 
i.e., only (2n - 4) of these g(2) matrices are independent. This procedure 
can be iterated till we arrive at the set 
HI1 = iZl(n - 1) 9&r - 1) 
H,1 = Yz(n - 1) 
Hz1 = ,EPl(n - 1). (14) 
Any member of the set {Hi} commutes with any member of another set 
(Hi>, i #j. If we now de$ne the he&city matrix Hf as the linear combination of 
the members of the set Hi and choose in particular 
H” = &n+lHan + &$fzn + 4.~$4” 
. . . 
Hi = h,,+lH,” + h,iH,” + Ai-,Hl” 
. . . 
it follows that 
. . . 
(15) 
(H1)2 = A,21 = (A,” + X,2 + h,2) I. (16) 
Since (H3 commutes with {Hj> for j # 1, we find it is possible to obtain 
eigenvectors of L,, which are simultaneous eigenvectors of the “helicity” 
eigenvalues A, , (1,-r ,..., A, , respectively. 
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If we otbain the particular representation of L2n+l by the iteration proce- 
dure known as the a-operation defined previously 
with 
L L2n-1 - da*I 2n+1 = +2,-1) = (?2f+ d2,1 ) - Xzn+J 
43 
L, = Al +a, ( 
4 - ih2 = h 
-Ah, = ’ ’ 1 
where U’S are the three Pauli matrices then the set {Hi} can be identified to be 
where clc @I, the direct product of ok and the unit matrix I of dimension 
2i-1 x 2i-1 is repeated 2 (n-i) times along the diagonal. 
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